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   In the previous  paper  (1), the authors which is wound around the high  permiability 
reported the change of  dH/dt at the time of metal and galvanometer. 
bay-disturbance using the data of induction The constants of the magnetograph are as 
magnetograph which is constantly observed at follows: 
Onagawa magnetic observatory of  Tahoku 
University.Permiability of sendust-bar (length; 1.5 m, 
   The time variation of the earth's magneticdiameter; 2 cm) ca. 900 e.m.u.
field is observed constantly by induction mag-                                           Turns of coil N =  ca. 6200 
netograph only at three observatories at presentResistance of coil R ca. 30 9 
                                                           — in the world, that is at Onagawa magneticSelf induction Lca.  28 H 
observatory of  Tahoku University, Tamanrasset The error of amplitude and time lag caused by 
magnetic obserevatory of Algerie  (2), and Win- the inductance of the coil is not larger than 
gst magnetic observatory, Hydrographic Insti- 10 % in the former and is smaller than  20' in 
tute, Hamburg, Germauy  (3). Recently we the phase difference. 
have received the micro-films in which the In this report we want to discuss again on 
original data of  dH/dt in the year of 1950 at the time variation of the earth's magnetic field 
 Tamanrasset observatory are  reprinted. at the time of bay-disturbance using the data 
   Prof. G. Grenet, director of the  Taman- obtaind at these two observatories. 
rasset observatory kindly sent these micro-films The most remarkable fact is that the 
to the authors. In this occasion we wish to changes of  dH/dt of the magnetic disturbance 
express our sincere thank to Prof. G. Grenet at the time of bay-disturbance is exactly same 
for his  kindness. in its mode of oscillation at these two obser-
   The type of the induction magnetograph, vatories. 
designed by G. Grenet is different from our The positions of these two observatories 
 instrument, are as follows: 
   The Helm-holtz coil is set up so as to  the Onagawa magnetic observatory 
small magnetic needle of H-variometer situated geographic latitude 32'26' N 
in the center of the coil. The induction longitude 141°28' E 
                                                   N current in thecoil, induced by the rapidgeomagnetic latitude 25°9' 
oscillation of the magnetic needle of H-vario-                                                   longitude  152°9' W 
meter at the time of disturbance, is recordedTamanrasset magnetic  observatory 
                                         geographic latitude  22'tVN bythe galvanometer.longitude  5'5' E 
   The induction magnetograph of our obser- geomagnetic latitude  25'4' N
vatory is constructed by the induction coil longitude  80°61 E
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Now, in the previous paper, we stated the occurrences of the oscillations of dH/dt are 
following conclusion on the changes of  dH/  dt very coincident with each other and the mode 
at the time of bay-disturbauce. or phase of oscillation is strictly same. The 
   At the time of the bay-disturbance,  da  7  dt time of the occurrence of the oscillation of 
is changed only at the initial part and soon  dH  I  dt is strictly coincident with the error of 0.1 
reduced to calm at the time when the phase  m:nute and it is considered that the oscillation 
of the horizontal component reaches to its occures in same time at two observatories and 
maximum amplitude as reproduced in Fig. 1, the phase of oscillation is exactly identical 
 ,Fterue  fi  ey 
     -1\ with each other.  0  • .0APOAbove stated fact is the most 
                                               remarkable and essential characterof ..• T...4il...,41I,dal.A6a.re of kpkt  
.  Tones/  timt,m  if  da-blame  of •6y/0 the osillation of  Midi. Fig. 5 is the  
i  -equivalent current system at the time       
I t- 
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mei                  4.s.t.hia x c e gyal.45t,o, , cv    gtype of bay-disturbance will be so-                   cunt',,,9toH-saatLer- Jar,otai-s.i.c.,..1..M.U. 
              Fig. 1  called negative bay at Tamanrasset when it is 
showing the time of the beginning or thepositive bay at Onagawa and vice-vasa, while 
ending of the changes of  dH/  dt, assuming thethe oscillation of dH / dt is same sign. 
time of beginning of bay-disturbance observed 
                                                                ------."---\
,....___ by H-variometer to be 0, and that of its maxi-                                                                         IN
mum phase to be 100. As the figure shows, ,   % 01.16.44-                                shows,_^1....  
the change of  dH  /  dt at the time of bay- .......-  .i —L tt, T....Rya...Set 
disturbance begins almost at the initial part of  Apr  14  /Rf.sEeT.,1") 
bay-disturbance, becoming calm at the time of  '- -- ------  -- ---——  _ 
                                                                                               "'_.__..__-_--,-.-,---_---,-.._ -;_-_-,- -  -...„-,-_- 
maximum phase.pi-  '°- 5s-`                                                               '1'==s- ro. 
                                                                                                                                                                   0.-ao......-   Thi
s character is found too in the data oftt 
Tamanrasset observatory. 
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of bay-disturbance which coincide at two Fig . 3 
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                                        the corpusculer beam is the cause of the
              Ap changes of  dH/dt. 
 OrMil 
 .7.1) If this idea is correct the sign of phase of 
        reizitiA         P16
1.7/ 0„50:oscillation of dH/dt will besame atboth two 
                                        observatories and the fact that the oscillation 
                                     of dH/dt experienced only in the initial part
                                        of bay-disturbance, can be illustrated by sup-       ,4010,    1110( q7rset posing the corpuscular radiation fromhe sun 
             Arei, enteres to auroral zone at the initial part of 
                                             bay-disturbance.             100111,,  'N' •"•"•This corpuscular radiation from the sun 
                                        contributes to the ionization in the ionosphere
 -- 
 r above  auroral zone and current system as 
                                   T.  S.                                        shown in Fig. 4 will be set up. The change 
              Fig.  5 of bay-disturbance after its maximum phase is 
   So the authors considered that the origin the  variation in the interval till the ions which 
of the oscillation of  dfildt is not the fluctua-  are produced by the action of the increasing 
tion of the leakage current of the current corpuscular from the sun, disappear losing 
system, of which center situates in the auroral electric charge by their recombination or 
zone, but the changes of  dH/dt is caused attachment. 
directly by the incoming corpusculer beam The authors wish to thank Ministry of 
when it entered in to the upper atmosphere Education whose financial support made these 
and so its fluctuation of velocity or density of reserches possible. 
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